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JINGLE JUNGLE is an ineractive 3d enviroment in which the user can navigate in
an unrealistic room consisting of trees and different objects and control music in that
environment. While the user searches primitive objects through this jungle-like
place, one can also change the effects on music. This interactive program lets the
user to relate objects and music.
The enviroment is designed on primitive objects. There are 7 different objects that
we can play with to change music. Among these the enviroment is full of unrealistic
trees and objects. These primitive objects are hidden between these trees to let the
user search for them.
Every object has diffferent effect values on music; like flanger, cut, metal. Every
time the user gets near to these objects music changes in that respect. The user starts
from the beginning of the tunel and he has a long way through it. Everything is seen
from the first point of view and eye degree. The navigation is made with mouse
controls.

HOW TO..
It is used only with LEFT_MOUSE_BUTTON to go straight to the direction where your
mouse looks, and RIGHT_MOUSE_BUTTON to go just inverse direction of where your
mouse looks. In order to change your view you have to wait your mouse at the edge of
the screen, either left or right. Otherwise it won’t move itself! For the sounds to change
according to your moves you should find the objects and stand near them to activate the
related sound.

Techniques Used
Texture Blending: In order to get the reflection from the ground, I generated a Geode
Floor and used texture blending on it. And at the back of it to give a nice color, I
generated another Polygonal Geometric Object with 4 vertices where a little below the
blended one in Z-axis.
Billboarding: Billboards are nodes that rotate about a user defined axis (or point) to face
a given direction. It was a trade of, to use billboards, the choice between to seem better or
to work better was difficult, however with the transperancy given to .png formated
textures we reached both beauty and speed.
Collision Detection: I reached the X, Y and Z positions of the viewer and limited the
way the user can interact, or in another way we could say I put the user in a closed room
where s/he can only access limited points so that the user does not pass on the other side
of the walls.
Audio: I used OpenAL while dealing with sounds, and managed to play different sounds
at different places where the user collides. In this way the interaction between user and
program gets more meaningful. Not only moving the camera, but also changing the music
s/he hears. The .wav files are downloaded from Free .wav Sites12
Reflections: There are two ways that I managed reflections. One way was to create a
symmetrical object of the real object, change its material properties to a lighter version
and make it stay under the blended ground. The other was to create bumpmaps with the
render taken with reflections.
Animation: I used animation in order a box to animate in a way consistent with the
music plays. I also used an inverse animation for its reflection in order to give it the
reality effect.
2D Text: I used 2D Texts in order to show the name of the program for the first 10
seconds if the program works with 100 FPS. Otherwise the time gets a little bit longer,
but the text gets lost anyway at last.
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http://www.thefreesite.com/Free_Sounds/Free_WAVs/
http://www.freeloops.com/

References
1) http://www.google.com.tr/
2) http://openscenegraph.org/documentation/NPSTutorials/
3) http://www.tersesolutions.net/osgt/

Fonts Used
SWZ721L.TTF, FUTURAXK.TTF

Textures Used
Textures are generated using render outputs from Maya 6.0 and Adobe Photoshop 8.0.

Sound Loops used
Sound loops are generated using Acid Pro.
1) http://www.thefreesite.com/Free_Sounds/Free_WAVs/
2) http://www.freeloops.com/
3) http://mediasoftware.sonypictures.com/products/acidfamily.asp

Objects used:
Objects are created using Maya, and Plant Studio.
1) http://www.alias.com/eng/index_flash.shtml
2) http://www.kurtz-fernhout.com/PlantStudio/
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